
an ongoing thing (dream of  Mania)

mark so

     Little by little the darkness began to dissipate, and a forest scene similar to that in the mural  
was  revealed.  It  had  moved  forward  to  fill  the  space  formerly  occupied  by  the  bar  and  its  
customers, and was much neater and tidier than the forest in the mural had been. The trees were  
more or less the same size and shape, and planted equidistant from each other. There was no  
forest undergrowth, no dead leaves or rotting tree trunks on the ground; the grass under the trees  
was as green and well kept as that of  a lawn. This was because the scene represented a dream of  
Mania (whose grotto was still visible in the lower left-hand corner of  the stage), and, since she  
was the goddess of  confusion, her dream revealed no trace of  confusion, or at any rate presented a  
confusing absence of  confusion. On a white banner threaded through some branches of  the trees  
in the foreground the sentence “It's an Ongoing Thing” was printed in scarlet letters.

[...]

     Then we all realized what should have been obvious from the start: that the setting would go  
on  evolving  eternally,  rolling  its  waves  across  our  vision  like  an  ocean,  each  one  new  yet  
recognizably a part of  the  same series, which was creation itself. [...]  Mostly there  were just  
moments: a street corner viewed from above, bare branches flailing the sky, a child in a doorway,  
a  painted  Pennsylvania  Dutch chest,  a  full  moon disappearing  behind  a  dark cloud to the  
accompaniment of  a Japanese flute, a ballerina in a frosted white dress lifted up into the light.

     – John Ashbery, “Description of  a Masque”

—for 1 field recording and a few people

field recording—

an open setting, perhaps outdoors, generally quiet and still, very long (lasting an hour or more); one or a few present;
occasionally some minimal activity, soft amid the surroundings and possibly to bring out some other (ambient) activity

in an open and quiet setting, with a similar level of  ambient activity and number present—

play the recording at a low background level, blending with the surroundings; a few times, separated by long pauses;
occasionally some minimal activity, possibly to bring out some other activity in the recording or present surroundings

———

in the recording and present setting, activity is free to vary and people may come and go, or change location

(relaxed and subdued, unfolding in the course of  hours)
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